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NEWPORT WATERWAYS PROPERTY OWNERS’
ASSOCIATION (NWPOA) ESTABLISHED 1985

In 1985 with only three canals constructed (Kingfisher, Sandpiper and Pelican canals), many
Newport canal residents who had invested their life savings in luxury canal homes were
becoming increasingly concerned with several serious health, environmental and legal
problems that impacted on their Newport homes
(1). A Marina had was constructed and occupied by live-on-boards, with toilet tissue and
excrement being washed up on the sand beaches of Newport residents. Queensland
legislation at that time “The Canal Act 1958” specifically excluded live-on-boards in all
Marinas across Queensland.

(2). Redcliffe Seaside Estates Pty Ltd, the developer had been maintaining the canal sand
beaches with a small bobcat returning sand slippage up to revetment walls. 
Redcliffe City Council (RCC) took over responsibility for beach maintenance and imposed a
canal levy on top of the normal rates. This levy was transferred to general revenue, without
any maintenance undertaken to beaches or canals.

(3). The developer Redcliffe Seaside Estates Pty Ltd, had a covenant on types of homes
which constrained additional building works such carports or extensions, even when future
canal development had ceased due to economic conditions. 
Concerned residents approached Government officials and the developer but as individuals
were ignored. A series of home meetings were held where 100% of the Newport canal
residents agreed to form an association to fight these issues together.

The Newport Waterways Property Owners Association was born in 1985, with only four
canals constructed. Albatross, Kingfisher, Sandpiper, and Pelican Canals.

OUR HISTORY

NEWPORT NEWS

The NWPOA is a community action group formed by property owners in 1985 to
maintain their pristine marine environment and ensure a sustainable future for their
family investments. The NWPOA has been a successful community advocacy group,
for over 36 years and has provided a singular voice to all federal, state, and local
government bodies as well as property developers. We fight for our unique marine
lifestyle, and lifetime investments.
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Home at Newport

MARINA LIVE-ON-BOARDS.

NEWPORT NEWS

The first (1) problem was live-on-boards in the Newport marina and discharge of toilet tissue
and excrement into the canals, and on beaches. Action was commenced with NWPOA
formally writing to the Qld Government Ombudsman identifying the breach of legislation
defining live-on-boards as illegal in Queensland. 

We were totally flabbergasted to find within a few months, the Queensland parliament passed
amending legislation which then allowed live-on-boards in a nominated place “called
Newport Waterways” in Queensland. 

This change in legislation still excluded live-on-boards across Queensland, with a single
exception (Newport Waterways). Of course, this was the Joh Bjelke-Peterson era where
events such as brown-paper-bag politics was ubiquitous. We were comprehensively beaten
on this health issue at the highest level of State Government.
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NEWPORT NEWS

The second (2) problem took many of years of pressure and negotiation with the Redcliffe
City Council which had imposed a canal maintenance levy. These canal maintenance levies
were absorbed into RCC general revenue, without any visible maintenance of canals or sand
beaches in 1984.

After concerted pressure, Redcliffe City Council attempted to design and construct a floating
dredge with suction cutter heads to remove sand slippage from the bottom of the canal and
pump back up the beach. This experiment was an abject failure with mud being pumped on
beaches and despoiled our pristine beaches with putrid fetid mud.

The maintenance of the sand beaches continued to be a disaster but improved slightly when
the three local councils(Caboolture shire, Pine Rivers shire and RedcliffeCity) were
amalgamated to form the MBRC in 2008. After advice from external engineering consultants
of heavy metal contamination. Sand silt and mud from the bottom of the canals containing
environmental contaminants was pumped on of the canals. The source of the heavy metals
appeared to be anti-fouling paint from work on small vessels in the Marina industrial repair
areas. This sand and mud spoil was removed from site to the settlement pond near Griffith
Road and Volunteer Street, and later taken off site and disposed with funds from our canal
maintenance levy.

The sand covered beaches in the first three canals were becoming denuded due to slippage
and inadequate maintenance over the intervening years. These denuded beaches eventually
required costly reconstruction with a membrane and gravel cover over the beaches.

POOR CANAL MAINTENANCE 

DEVELOPER INTERACTIONS 
The third (3) problem for Newport resident was developer covenants, from Redcliffe Seaside
Estates Pty Ltd even after future canal development was on hold. The developers were
primarily interested in selling future land and controlling as-built houses to maximise the
transactional value of future land. After discussions we were advised by the Newport
Waterways Developer and Marina operator Redcliffe Seaside Estates Pty Ltd that all vessels
in the marina had been retrofitted with sewerage holding tanks and pump out facilities were
available at the marina. It remains to be seen of all vessels moored at the marina have
sewerage holding tanks and sewerage pump out facilities are still in service.
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Future Maintenance canals and beaches
Dredging to canal to as-designed navigational depths
Maintenance of entrance channel into Deception Bay Reduction of canal water pollution
from industrial estates 
Control of suburban stormwater overflow into canals 
Mosquito and midge control in local protected wetlands
Community input to future major property developments 
Sustainability of canal environment and suburban water flows
Community input to VG land values and MBRC rate increases 
Co-ordinating community objections to rate increases
Developer interaction and providing community feedback 
Uncontrolled development overloading access and egress roads Maintenance of local
parks, pathways, and infrastructure 
Maintenance of local parks, pathways, and infrastructure 

FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
The NWPOA have fought to maintain our pristine marine environment and thereby our property values
into the future. Some of the key issue include.

GROWTH IN NEWPORT HOUSE PRICES 
The property values of canal homes in Newport have dramatically increased over the past
five years with the current median value of $1.4 million, Values range from a lower entry
level of $1.0 million to a higher end $2.9 million. It is expected with the final sales of
lakeside land, that canal homes will increase exponentially with the reduced numbers of high
mast waterfront canal properties and constraints on future Queensland tidal canal
developments. 
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Did you ever wonder about why canals
in Newport are named as they are: They
were named after Australian Coastal
Sea Birds? Here is more history on
some of the Canal names. “Pelican
Canal.”

NEWPORT - CANAL NAMES 

known species of pelicans including the 
Australian Great White Pelican.

The Pelican canal forms the backyard of
waterfront properties in Courageous
Court, Griffith Road, France Court and
Sverige Court and runs an approximate
distance of 650 meters from The Marina
to Newport Drive.  The Pelicans are
coastal water birds known for the large
naked pouch under their bills that they
use as nets to scoop fish. There are seven
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The Newport Waterways estate also had a problem of burglaries in the 1985 like problems
experienced in many new developments. Thieves were accessing older Newport homes from
boats at the canal side and exiting with stolen goods via the canals. 

NEWPORT WATCH 

In the event of a crime in your street, the first
action should be to (1) contact Crime stoppers to
report the crime and obtain a Police Reference
Number. After lodging the information, then if you
could (2) post information on the NWPOA
Facebook page to share the details with
neighbours. Many properties have closed circuit
television cameras (CCTV) systems that may
record perpetrators for further police investigation. 

CRIME PREVENTION NEWPORT 

In 1985 the NWPOA investigated a concept
called neighbourhood watch first commenced in
Frankstown Victoria in 1983. We established a
form of neighbourhood watch called “Newport 

Watch” which was the first Neighbourhood Watch established in Queensland in 1986, and
possibly the second in Australia. 

HOME SECURITY CAMERAS
Have you ever thought of installing a security camera and recorder to your home? With the
increased crime activity, particularly after hours and times you may not be at home, the visual
information may assist the police in identifying the culprits and recovering any stolen
property or vehicles. 

The NWPOA assist police in recommending
members provide information where video records
may be available from residents in the event of
serious crime in your street. It also may assist
neighbours if visuals are posted to our face book
page to help identify vehicles or individuals and
prevent future crimes
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NEWPORT NEWS

The 1974 America's Cup began its first race with Southern Cross in a slight lead over
Courageous. However, a slight shift in the wind allowed her competitor to take the lead, who
ended up finishing ahead of Southern Cross by 4 minutes, 54 seconds.

NEWPORT STREET NAMES 
Did you ever wonder about why our street names in Newport are named as they are: They
were named after boats that raced for the America's cup held outside the Newport, Rhode
Island harbour between 1930-1983.

Southern Cross Drive – Southern Cross (KA-4) was the Australian 12-metre yacht challenger
1974, falling to the USA defender Courageous.

She was constructed in Terry Hills by Halvorsen Morson and Gowland of Mona Vale. Perth
entrepreneur Alan Bond funded the project and was designed by Australian designer Ben Lexcen
(then named Bob Miller), who also designed the famous winning challenger Australia II. 
 Southern Cross is 20.5m long, has a beam of 3.71m, weighs 32 tonnes and has a mast 29.6
metres high. It was notable as the first aluminium yacht to compete in the America's Cup. 

The second race took place the next day
and began with a near collision, in which
both flags rose their protest flags.
Southern Cross took a slight lead that
caused Courageous to tack and get some
clear air, which Southern Cross tacked to
cover. The rest of the race was a tacking
duel, each boat trying to gain on the
other while also preventing the other
boat from getting any good wind.
Courageous ended up finishing 1 minute
11 seconds ahead of Southern Cross.
Southern Cross said later in an interview
that they lost the race because they did
not tack back to cover the wind when
Courageous got the lead.
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NEWPORT PARKS  
Did you ever wonder about our local parks and open public spaces for recreation in
Newport? Endeavour Park is located on the beach front across from Endeavour
Esplanade. 

 Car parking (street parking)
 Electric BBQs
 Fitness equipment
Play equipment in playground
Rubbish bins
Seating areas
 Shelters with tables
 Male & Female Toilets
Water fountain

Endeavour Park is one of the longest parks in Redcliffe. It is almost 1.2 km long, with an area
of about 4.7 hectares. 

The park skirts the waterfront along Endeavour Esplanade and is a great public area for
Newport. It has a range of facilities, for the public include:

Endeavour Park has an area that can be booked for functions such as weddings. Details are on
the MBRC website.

ENDEAVOUR PARK
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NEWPORT CANAL NAMES 
 Did you ever wonder about why canals in Newport are named as they are: They were
named after Australian Coastal Sea Birds? Here is a little history on some of the Canal
names. “Jabiru Canal”

In 1987, the NWPOA conducted a poll of members where our community selected the canal
names. “Coastal & Sea Birds” was the final community choice and hence we have continued
this theme in the naming of all future Newport canals. The Jabiru Canal forms the backyard
of waterfront properties in Wildfire Court, Constance Court and Quay Circuit and runs an
approximate distance of 830 meters from Albatross Canal to Spinnaker Boulevarde
roundabout (Griffith, Boardman & Spinnaker). The Jabiru (also known as the Black-necked
stork) is the largest Australian wetland bird. It is 1.4m tall, mainly due to its long legs, and
has a wingspan longer than two metres. Although Jabirus are found over a large area of
Australia, they normally occur at low population densities. The tradition of naming canals
with signage continued across the twenty-four total canals in the Newport suburb. 

NEWPORT NEWS

The Moreton Bay Regional Council MBRC accepted this naming tradition and has kindly
provided seats and descriptive signage at the end of each canal to tell the story of each of the
sea bird.
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NEWPORT - STREET NAMES
Did you ever wonder about why some of the streets in Newport are named as they are:
They were named after boats that raced in the America’s Cup? Here is a more history on
Valiant Court Newport.

VALIANT COURT – “Valiant” (US-24)
was a 12-metre USA America's Cup
Contender in 1970 & 1974. As reported in the
New Your Times of the day.

“The America's Cup trial races took on the
character of interminability today as Valiant
‘bombed out.’” Among four yachts
contending for the honour of defending the
cup, Valiant lost two races to Courageous on
hull speed and under damaging conditions.

The 1970 12‐Metre yacht proved again to be a slow boat among her distinguished peers. She
lost the first race even after having acquired a huge lead at the start through the intelligence
of her seasoned skipper, George Hinman.
She lost the second race because she could not hold what in match racing is called the safe
leeward position. The first race, which took 2½ hours to sail in light southerly, was
interesting in that Courageous butchered her start and gave Valiant a huge lead on the initial
windward leg. 

But Bob Bavier, the Courageous skipper, recovered from this embarrassment by sailing his
new vessel through Valiant on a subsequent spinnaker reach of a three‐legged course. He
took Courageous through to weather on hull speed, and there was nothing Hinman could do
but contemplate the disaster.

In the second race, Bavier's start was all right, but Hinman had the advantage. That meant he
could afford to give his opponent an early lead, knowing he could conquer him later, unless
his opponent had speed. Valiant did not, and Courageous sailed away.” She is currently
sailing in Marblehead, Massachusetts.
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Valiant, 2005
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MOSQUITO & MIDGE CONTROL 
The area between the Stockland’s Lake and Deception Bay is nominated as a preserved tidal
Wetland and may become a breeding ground for mosquitoes and midges. Where these are
found to be a problem to residents the NWPOA will report these issues and follow up with
MBRC to ensure breeding control programs are effective.

NEWPORT NEWS

CANAL DREDGING PROGRAM 2022
We have been advised by a MBRC Senior Canals Planning Officer in relation to the 2022
canals maintenance dredging campaign, that temporary relocation of moored vessels will be
necessary to access below pontoons for canal dredging. 

Some vessels may be relocated to either the Newport Marina or to a friend or neighbour’s
pontoon during these dredging works in the canals.
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NEWPORT NEWS

CANAL DREDGING PROGRAM 2022
The Dredging Contractors specification would include the following items.

The Contractor shall provide reasonable advance notice to property owners in the designated
dredging zones, of the planned schedule/sequence for dredging.

The Contractor will be required to advise property owners of the requirement for any vessels
(including boats and air-docks/sea-pens) that must be temporarily relocated to allow dredging
of the designated dredge areas/zones.
The Contractor shall retain records of property owner responses (if provided) to these
requests, as well as any evidence of follow-up correspondence/requests that were sent to the
property owners.

Superintendent will arrange for a maximum of five standby berths to be made available at the
Newport Marina for the purpose of temporarily relocating and mooring vessels, whilst
dredging works are undertaken at the affected properties.
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NEWPORT NEWS

Contractor will be responsible for coordinating the temporary vessel relocations with the
Newport Marina Management, and providing reasonable advanced notice of the dredging
schedule, and the planned relocation of private vessels to the standby berths.

Contractor will be responsible for coordinating the moving/relocation of boats with the
property owner, from the property to the Newport Marina and vice versa. The property/vessel
owner will be responsible for carrying out the vessel move/relocation and mooring
arrangements from the property to the marina (and vice versa). 

The Contractor shall not move or relocate any vessels unless the owner delegates authority to
the Contractor is writing (with a copy to the Superintendent). (Note: MBRC will not pay for
the Contractor’s time/manhours for the relocation of private vessels). 
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NEWPORT CANAL REVETMENT WALLS 
MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITY 
Are you aware that the care and maintenance of your canal revetment wall that separates the
soil on your land from the canal beach is the total responsibility of you the landowner, not the
MBRC or any other authorities? 

If structures are built on your land close to the walls, these can impose an additional load on
the concrete revetment walls, which are only designed for a light load to hold back soil. It is
not unknown that canal revetment walls can either crack or even topple towards the canal. 

Replacement of damaged and weakened canal walls is the only structural long-term solution
and costly, ranging from $50,000 upwards per panel. 

The damaged wall can only be
repaired from the waterside and
require rock breakers to demolish the
damaged concrete wall, excavators to
lift the concrete debris onto a barge
for removal.

Maintenance and prevention are more
economic solutions than repair and
reconstruction after the walls fail. It
may be time you looked at your canal
revetment walls, got a professional
structural opinion and before you
build those house and outdoor
additions on your property near canal
walls.
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NEWPORT NEWS

NEWPORT ENTRY LIGHTS 2021
The entrance navigation lights for Newport entrance channel have been upgraded with New 
Laser Technology Port Entry Light (9PEL). The original rear and front lead lights have been 
withdrawn and replaced with a new laser Port Entry Light (PEL). 

The light has a narrow white centreline light arc of 0.5-degrees, which is the centre of the
channel to the outer set of leads. 

If the vessel is easterly of the channel, red flashing lights are indicated in the 1.0-degree arc.
If the vessel is westerly of the channel, green flashing lights are indicated in the 1.5-degree
arc.

Continued dredging of the entrance channel and new PEL lights will improve navigation for
even the largest sea going vessels in Newport. 
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Membership benefits include use of the shared NWPOA trailer for those irregular trips to
the dump or helping needy friends or family members move. 

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Membership benefits include annual gifts of training and certification two (2) free boat or jet
ski licenses for NWPOA members for their teenage sons or daughters.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

NEWPORT NEWS

APPLICATION FORMS 

If you are NOT a NWPOA member and wish to join and have future inputin protecting your
Newport home, our unique marine environment and Newport community, you are invited to
JOIN the Newport Waterways Property Owners Association today.

Newport Waterways Property Owner’s Association are looking for new members, particularly
young professionals or successful businesspeople who can assist with innovative ideas and
ways to enhance our beautiful bayside suburb.

If you purchased a home in Newport in the last 12 months (2021 & 2022) you are entitled to
one year’s FREE NWPOA membership for the first year 2022/2023 for your home and all
family members. Real Estate agents have been advised of the free NWPOA membership to
potential Newport home purchasers including investors who may not be residents but has an
interest in maintaining the unique marine environment and their future investment.

(Application Forms are on the rear page of this newsletter and can be completed for a
HOUSEHOLD membership) 

Application forms available on our website:-

http://newportwaters.com/membership-join/

FREE MEMBERSHIP FOR NEW HOME
PURCHASERS SETTLED IN 2021 - 2022
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YOUR COMMITTEE

Acting President: Clive Burrows
Vice President: Vacant
Secretary: Terry Moore
Treasurer: Ann Moore 
Membership Registrar: Terry Moore
Newport Watch: Clive Burrows
Newsletter Editor: Ann Moore
Members: Graeme Cadwallander
Members: Jess Culling

CONTACT US

E. nwpoa@newportwaters.com
F. Newport Waterways Property Owners Association
(Members only face book page)
F. Newport Waters (Public face book page)
W. newportwaters.com
P. PO Box 251
Kippa Ring QLD 4021
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Dear Newport Resident, you are all invited to apply for membership of NWPOA. (House /Family
Membership) We encourage you and your family to participate in the Association activities by raising
issues, making suggestions, and even becoming a committee member or street zone captain, when the
opportunity arises.

Any issues that may generally affect members of our community without detriment to others will be
actively pursued. The Association relies heavily on its members to volunteer to fill positions on the
Management Committee, to function as street zone captains, or to assist on an ad-hoc basis in running
social and other Association activities from time to time. 

Once you have joined, we hope you can attend some of the social functions and meetings organised
during the year and promoted on our Facebook pages. I look forward to meeting you and your family in
the near future.

 Correspondence | The Secretary, NWPOA Inc, 
 PO Box 251, Kippa Ring, QLD, 4021 
 Email | NWPOA@Newportwaters.com 
 Website | Newportwaters.com  
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